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WOMAN ON THE ROOF
A film by Anna Jadowska

DRAMA | 2022 | 95’ | POLISH | POLAND – FRANCE - SWEDEN

With Dorota Pomykala, Bogdan Koca, Adam Bobik

Produced by Donten & Lacroix Films (PL), Blick Productions (FR), ARTE France 
Cinema (FR), GarageFilm (SE)

WORLD PREMIERE: TRIBECA FF

Mira, a 60 year-old woman, appears to have a normal life. One
morning she starts her day like any other, wakes up early, puts her
family's clothes out to dry, purchases food for her fish and commits a
bank robbery with a kitchen knife. She discovers her need for money is
surpassed only by her need for love.

After Mirka tries to rob a bank with a kitchen knife, she discovers her need 
for money is surpassed only by her need for love.





After Hana and Petr start facing a crisis in their marriage, they decide to
remedy the situation by opening up their relationship. The only stipulation
is that they must both remain entirely honest, including telling the other
person all of the details of their new sexual escapades. The couple’s social
experiment soon turns into a power struggle.

BORDERS OF LOVE
HRANICE LÁSKY

A film by Tomasz Winski

With Hana Vagnerová, Matyás Reznícek, Hynek Cermák, Lenka Krobotová

Produced by Endorfilm

POST-PRODUCTION

EROTIC DRAMA | 2022 | 80’ | CZECH REPUBLIC

Poster borders of love



Photo grandes esperances



GRAND EXPECTATIONS
DE GRANDES ESPERANCES

A film by Sylvain Desclous

DRAMA | 2022 | 102’ | FRANCE

With Rebecca Marder (Deception), Emmanuelle Bercot (My King), 
Benjamin Lavernhe (Love at Second Sight), Marc Barbé (La Vie en Rose)

Produced by Sésame Films
French Distribution by The Jokers

Summer 2019. Just graduated, Madeleine leaves in Corsica to
prepare for the examination to enter the most exclusive post-
graduate political diploma with Antoine, her lover with whom she
shares very left-wing political convictions. On a small deserted
road, an unexpected meeting will seal their destiny.

POST-PRODUCTION

It is not that easy to forgot that you killed someone.





Anna is a talented and famous actress. One day, she
discovers that she has the power to change her physical
appearance. She decides to use this power to test her couple.

LIKE AN ACTRESS
COMME UNE ACTRICE

A film by Sébastien Bailly 

With Julie Gayet (The French Minister), Benjamin Biolay (France, 
On A Magical Night), Agathe Bonitzer (Under the Rainbow, Tout de 
Suite Maintenant)

Produced by La Mer A Boire Productions
French Distribution by Jour2Fête

DELIVERY FALL 2022 | FRANCE

POST-PRODUCTION
1st Film

With great power comes great responsibility.



THE
BUSINESS
WOMEN’S

CLUB



In an imaginary world where gender stereotypes are exchanged we follow the
visit of a newly formed journalist and his experienced photographer to make
an exclusive article about the BUSINESS WOMEN’S CLUB - a country club of
the richest executives in Brazil.
But this is not a normal day: a month earlier, the Club suffered a flood that
devastated its facilities. The business women visit the ruins accompanied by the
two journalists. The journalists discover that three jaguars have fled the Club's
private Mini Zoo. They tell the news to the executives and are ignored. Until the
evening, we will see the rise of an animal, racial and gender siege.

THE BUSINESS WOMEN'S CLUB
A film by Anna Muylaert 

Produced by Glaz Entertainment, Africa Filmes

IN PRODUCTION

DELIVERY SPRING 2023 | BRAZIL

Anna Muylaert (Second Mother - Don’t Call Me Son) returns with a 
flamboyant comedy, where women calls the shots!





It is 1940. The first transport of prisoners arrives at the newly created
concentration camp Auschwitz.
One of them is Tadeusz “Teddy” Pietrzykowski, pre-war boxing
champion of Warsaw. The camp officers force him to fight in the ring for
his and other prisoners’ lives. However, his every win strengthens the
hope that Nazis are not invincible. Auschwitz authorities notice the
growing resistance. The confrontation with the authorities of the camp
becomes inevitable.

THE CHAMPION OF AUSCHWITZ
A film by Maciej Barczewski

With Piotr Głowacki, Grzegorz Małecki, Marcin Bosak

Produced by Iron Films

DRAMA | 2021 | 101' | POLAND 

TRAILER

Available worldwide except Brazil, Baltic States, China, Israël, Italy,
Japan, Poland, Russia and CIS, Spain, South Korea, Taïwan, UK, USA

https://vimeo.com/517816902




18-year-old school graduate Sasha is indecisive to choose painting as his
profession. He does not want to let down his mother, who wants him to make a
safe career choice. The meeting with his father, whom Sasha never knew,
complicates things even more. But when Sasha meets an unusual girl Zhenia, he
has no other choice but to grow up.

THE LAND OF SASHA
A film by Yulia Trofimova 

ROMANTIC COMEDY-DRAMA | 2022 | 82’ | RUSSIA

With Mark Eidelshtein, Maria Matse, Evgenia Gromova, Dmitry Endaltsev

Produced by Vega Film

WORLD PREMIERE: BERLIN – GENERATION 14+
1st Film

A bright and powerful first feature by Julia Trofimova

TRAILER

https://vimeo.com/674949808




Our days. Two brothers training to be military pilots. They have a strong bond and
are always together. The two of them have one dream - to conquer the sky. But their
close relationship hampers their training, and the brothers begin to make mistakes
in the air. They find themselves facing the choice of continuing to live one life for two
or letting each other go. The choice is complicated by the fact that the brothers are
twins and it is extremely painful to be apart.

BROTHER IN EVERY INCH
A film by Alexander Zolotukhin 

DRAMA | 2022 | 80’ | RUSSIA

With Sergey Zhuravlev, Nikolay Zhuravlev, Mikhail Klabukov

DOP Andrey Naydenov (DEAR COMRADES)

« Pushing the limits of filmmaking to literally dizzying heights, Brother In Every
Inch is exceptionally well crafted » - Tara Judah

Produced by Proline Film

WORLD PREMIERE: BERLIN - ENCOUNTERS

«One of the most Exciting Films at This Year’s Festival » - Kate Erbland, David 
Ehrlich, Eric Kohn

TRAILER

https://vimeo.com/676746024




DRAMA | 2021 | MOLDOVA - RUSSIA

PIGEON’S MILK
A film by Eugene Marian

With Vitaliy Nazarenko, Elena Lyadova, Valeriu Andriuta

Unrecognized Republic of Transnistria. Teenager Andrian lives in a village on
the border with Moldova with his religious Mother and drinking Father. In secret
from his peers he works as a drug courier for a local bandit transporting his
cannabis across the border to Moldova. Andrian try to flee to Europe with his
friend but the escape fails. He decides to sacrifice himself taking the example
of Christ who redeemed the sins of mankind.

Produced by KOKTEBEL Film Company and Pascaru Production

WORLD PREMIERE: KINOTAVR
1st Film

The first ever film shot in Unrecognized Republic of Transnistria.





The story of former wrestling champion Kakhi whose devotion to his
family leads him on a journey from his home in Tbilisi to visit his son
Soso in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn. He is not studying medicine, as
Kakhi believed, but is working for a moving company to repay a
gambling debt to a local mob boss. Kakhi sets his mind to helping his
son…

BRIGHTON 4TH
A film by Levan Koguashvili

With Levan Tediashvili, Kakhi Kavsadze, Nadezhda Mikhalkova, Giorgi 
Tabidze

Produced by Kino Iberica, Moskvich Films and TatoFilm
French distribution by ARP
US distribution by Kino Lorber

DRAMA | 2021 | 95' | GEORGIA - RUSSIA - BULGARIA - MONACO - USA 

TRAILER

"Near-perfect, semi-comic portrait of the low-rent Georgian
enclave in Brighton Beach” - Michael Atkinson

"A touching and surprising exploration of masculinity that features
a stunning central performance from former Olympic wrestling
champion Levan Tediashvili. Koguashvili deserves all the plaudits
for this movie” - Kaleem Aftab

WORLD PREMIERE: TRIBECA FF
Best International Narrative Feature
Best Screenplay
Best Actor

https://vimeo.com/658895746




Somewhere in Kosovo, in a small remote village, three young
women see their dreams and ambitions stifled. In their quest for
independence, nothing can stop them: time to let the lionesses
roar.

THE HILL WHERE LIONESSES ROAR  
A film by Luàna Bajrami

DRAMA | 2021 | 82’ | LANGUAGE: ALBANIAN | FRANCE - KOSOVO

With Era Balaj, Flaka Latifi, Urate Shabani, Andi Bajgora, Luàna Bajrami

Produced by Orëzane Films, Vents Contraires and Acajou Productions
French distribution by Le Pacte

WORLD PREMIERE: DIRECTOR’S FORTNIGHT
1st Film

TRAILER

« Bajrami’s promising first feature is an ode to caged lionesses
everywhere » - Anna Smith

« The first-time filmmaker’s eye for details is profound, from her
inspired casting of mostly first- and second-time actors to the way
the world they exist within moves around them » - Kate Erbland

https://vimeo.com/571624616




Leshka lives in an isolated village on the Bering Strait, like most men in his village, he
is a whale hunter. As internet recently arrived in the village, he encounters a
beautiful girl on a webcam site. He is now determined to find the camgirl in the real
world, where a crazy journey awaits him.

THE WHALER BOY
A film by Philipp Yuryev

With Vladimir Onokhov, Vladimir Lyubimtsev, Kristina Asmus

Produced by Rock Films, Man’s Film Production, Orka Film

DRAMA | 2020 | 93’ | RUSSIA - POLAND - BELGIUM

European Film Awards 2021 Nomination - European Discovery

17th Venice Days’ - Director's Award Best Film
Les Arcs Film Festival - Grand Jury Award
Pingyao Film Festival - Best Film Award
Kinotavr - Best Director Award

WORLD PREMIERE: VENICE DAYS





The tundra. Lapland. A mining village made of piled up, dilapidated
construction trailers and mobile homes becomes the meeting point for the
hatred between reindeer herders and miners.
Rupi, a tough young miner, estranged from his family of reindeer herders, is
quietly in love with his friend’s wife Riita, who has also caught the eye of the
owner of the mine. The two men are set on a collusion course, but can Rupi be
a match to someone so powerful ?

THE LAST ONES
A film by Veiko Õunpuu

With Pääru Oja, Laura Birn, Tommi Korpela, Elmer Bäck

Tallin Black Nights – Best Baltic Feature

Produced by Homeless Bob Production, Bufo, PRPL

WORLD PREMIERE: TALLIN BLACK NIGHTS

DRAMA | 2020 | 120’ | ESTONIA





In a shanty town near Madrid, the inhabitants are forced to leave their self-build
homes because the land they live on is sold. While this process slowly unfolds, the
different members of the Spanish family Gabarre Mendoza struggle each in their
own way, with their lives in transition.

LAST DAYS OF SPRING
A film by Isabel Lamberti

With David Gabarre Jiménez, Agustina Mendoza Gabarre, David Gabarre Mendoza, 
Ángelo Gabarre Mendoza, María Duro Rego

Produced by IJswater Films, Tourmalet Films

DRAMA | 2020 | 77' | NETHERLANDS - SPAIN

ACID CANNES 2020 Label
SAN SEBASTIAN FF - New Directors Competition
MEDFILM FESTIVAL - Jury Special Award
LES ARCS FILM FESTIVAL - Award for Best Interpretation

ACID CANNES LABEL 2020





The year is 1980. Michal and Juraj are students at a theological seminary in
totalitarian Czechoslovakia. Fearing the dissolution of their school, the tutors are
moulding the seminarians into a shape satisfactory to the ruling Communist Party.
Each of the young students must decide if he will give into the temptation and choose
the easier way of collaborating with the regime, or if he will subject himself to
draconian surveillance by the secret police.

SERVANTS
A film by Ivan Ostrochovsky

With Samuel Skyva, Samuel Polakovič, Vlad Ivanov, Vladimir Strnisko, Milan Mikulčik

Produced by Punkchart Films, Point Film, Radio and Television of Slovakia, Negativ, Film and 
Music Entertainment, Libra Film Productions, Hai Hui Entertainment, Sentimental Film

DRAMA | 2020 | 80’ | BLACK & WHITE | SLOVAKIA, ROMANIA, CZECH REPUBLIC

WORLD PREMIERE: BERLIN - ENCOUNTERS





The story of a neurotic film director, whose fear of failure, death, and losing control
all surface on the night his new film is released. The urge to expose his film to the
whole world and his obsession with the film’s failing distribution campaign create
an unforgettable night—at least for him and his band of eccentric friends.

PEACHES & CREAM
A film by Gur Bentwich

With Gur Bentwich, Maya Kenig, Dover Kosashvilly

Produced by GuruMaya Productions 

COMEDY | 2020 | 92’ | ISRAEL





1989. The end of the Soviet-Afghan war. The USSR begins to withdraw its troops from
Afghanistan.
Soviet General Vasiliev’s son – a pilot named Alexander - is kidnapped by the
Mujahideen after his airplane crashes. As a result, the 108th Motor Rifle Division’s
long awaited return home is put on hold for one last mission: bring the General’s son
back.
Based on true events, the previously untold story of this tragic withdrawal reveals the
complexity of human nature during wartime.

LEAVING AFGHANISTAN
A film by Pavel Lungin

With Kirill Pirogov, Yan Tsapnik, Vitaly Kischenko, Fedor Lavrov

DRAMA - WAR | 108’ | RUSSIA

Produced by Pavel Lugin Studio
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